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QUESTION 1

A message flow needs to be designed such that available messages must be processed in sequential order. Missing
messages in the sequence must be discarded if they appear later. The solution developer implements this message
flow using Sequence and Resequence nodes. To meet the specifications for this message flow, how should the solution
developer wire the Resequence node? 

A. The Out, Expire, and Missing terminals should be wired together. 

B. The Out terminal should be wired, but the Expire and Missing terminals should be left unwired. 

C. The Out and Missing terminals should be wired together, and the Expire terminal should be left unwired. 

D. The Out and Expire terminals should be wired together, and the Missing terminal should be left unwired. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A message flow developer needs to create a message definition to model a COBOL document that starts with the
following definition. 

Using the MRM-TDS physical format, what type of message model should the solution developer create? 

A. A single message definition that contains a tagged/fixed length choice. 

B. A single message definition that contains a tagged/fixed length sequence. 

C. Two message definitions, one tagged/delimited and one tagged/fixed length. 

D. Two message definitions, both tagged/fixed length. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A company has person information in its HR system and another application system. Person schemas in these two
systems are similar. The solution developer uses the Mapping node to map the person information when developing an
application. Following is the detailed information about the Mapping node. 
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This is the person information record that exists in the HR system. 

After the solution developer performs this transformation for this person information, which one of following results is
correct? 

A. A. Alexandra . Thomas +1-803-467-1234 Pennsylvania Avenue NW,Washington DC 1971-04-17 09:05:03  

B. B. Alexandra . Thomas +1-803-467-1234 Pennsylvania Avenue NW,Washington DC 1971-04-17T09:05:03  

C. C. Alexandra Thomas +1-803-467-1234 Pennsylvania Avenue NW,Washington DC 1971-04-17T09:05:03  

D. D. Alexandra Thomas +1-803-467-1234 Pennsylvania Avenue NW,Washington DC 1971-04-17 09:05:03  

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

A global bank has developed a new application which must be activated in multiple countries at the same time. Due to
different time zones, it is found that the new application can only be deployed during business hours of each country
and should not process messages immediately. The application would be started at a later time by a system
administrator. Prior to deployment, how does the solution developer need to configure the application? 

A. configuring the Commit Count of the message flow to zero (0). 

B. configuring the Additional Instances of the message flow to zero (0). 

C. setting the Start Mode of the application in the Broker Archive (BAR) file to Manual mode. 

D. setting the Start Mode of the application in the Broker Archive (BAR) file to Automatic mode. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

While testing a message flow with a Compute node that contains two PROPAGATE statements, a solution developer
discovered that the output message assembly is empty before the second PROPAGATE statement is executed. What
must the solution developer do to prevent this from happening? 

A. Add a DELETE NONE clause to the first PROPAGATE statement. 

B. Add a DELETE DEFAULT clause to the first PROPAGATE statement. 

C. Add a FINALIZE DEFAULT clause to the first PROPAGATE statement 

D. Write a SET OutputRoot.Body = InputRoot.Body statement before the second PROPAGATE statement. 

Correct Answer: A 
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